Six Senses Rome, Italy
The Six Senses brand heads to Rome, a treasure trove of artistic, cultural, and architectural
wonders. At Six Senses Rome, our local community mingles with our international guests eager to
discover the Eternal City’s timeless heritage and hidden gems.
You’ll find Six Senses Rome uniquely positioned at the heart of the city, overlooking via del Corso,
steps from the Pantheon and Trevi Fountain. Protected by the Roman municipality and UNESCO
listed, the façade and monumental staircase have been restored to their original splendor. As part
of our first community project, we’ve supported significant renovation work to revive the façade of
San Marcello al Corso Church next door.
In collaboration with renowned architect Patricia Urquiola, Six Senses Rome is a green oasis amidst
the hustle and bustle of the city. Start your day with a healthy breakfast at BIVIUM RestaurantCafé-Bar or on our NOTOS Rooftop with panoramic views of the surrounding neighborhood and
monuments. After a day of discovery through our out-of-the-ordinary experiences, restore tired legs
at Six Senses Spa, which fuses the ancient art of Roman bathing with contemporary, high-tech
biohacking therapies. Wrap up your day with delicious bites and creative sips on our rooftop terrace
under a blanket of stars, or opt for a plant-based dinner with a nod to Rome in our restaurant.
• 24-hour GEM (Guest Experience Maker) service
• BIVIUM Restaurant-Café-Bar, a convivial
and lifestyle area
• Open kitchen, Josper grill, wood-fired pizza
oven, and dedicated deli corners
• NOTOS Rooftop with 360˚panoramic views
• Aerial yoga studio and outdoor yoga deck
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Meditation room
Earth Lab
Meeting room/private dining room
Six Senses Spa and Roman Baths
Five treatment rooms (one for couples)
Fitness center
Alchemy Bar

ACCOMMODATIONS
Roman elements blend with Patricia Urquiola’s contemporary
design vision within the 96 guest rooms and suites. Suspended
plants, natural light, and a breezy, open atmosphere contribute
to the urban oasis feel. Embellished by traditional Cocciopesto
plaster and locally sourced Travertine limestone, interiors have
been remodeled into a contemporary and airy style, with high
ceilings, sustainable architecture, mixed patterns, and graphic
elements throughout. Bespoke furniture and natural fabrics
complete the experience.
Consistent with LEED standards and the Six Senses ethos,
sustainable materials have been used to manufacture finishes
wherever possible, including flooring and millwork. Each room
is not only stylish but also functional and responsible, as energy
and water conservation play a vital role in the overall design.
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Sustainable bathroom amenities
In-suite coffee and tea service
Minibar and gourmet snack corner
Personal safe
Yoga mat
Pillow menu
Hair dryer
Walk-in shower
Baby cot on request for applicable rooms
Smart TV
Bluetooth speaker
High-speed WiFi

CLASSIC ROOM
28 sq.m. | 301 sq.ft. | 2 adults
Classic Rooms feature a queen-size bed and face either the
hotel’s courtyard with a view of San Marcello al Corso Church
or out onto the quintessentially Roman Via dell’Umiltà. Neutral
tones are accentuated by the natural texture of the traditional
Roman Cocciopesto wall cladding style, with local artworks
giving each room a fresh and unexpected look.
SUPERIOR ROOM
23 to 41 sq.m.| 251 to 444 sq.ft. | 2 adults
Superior Rooms feature a calming and contemporary décor
with natural touches, complete with a king-size bed and a
comfortable sitting and reading area. Facing either the internal
courtyard or out onto the cobbled Via di San Marcello, some are
accessible rooms, so please ask when booking to make sure we
accommodate your needs.
DELUXE ROOM
28 to 39 sq.m. | 299 to 421 sq.ft. | 2 adults and a baby
Deluxe Rooms feature a comfy sitting and reading area with a sofa,
a king-size bed or two twin beds, and contemporary yet natural
décor with some traditional Roman touches. They face either our
internal courtyard, Via di San Marcello or Via dell’Umiltà.
SUPERIOR DELUXE ROOM
29.5 to 32 sq.m. | 306 to 344 sq.ft. | 2 adults and a baby
Facing either our internal courtyard or offering a view of San
Marcello al Corso Church and beyond, our Superior Deluxe
Rooms offer a comfortable sitting and reading area with a sofa, a
king-size bed, or two twin beds. They feature a contemporary yet
natural décor and some traditional Roman touches.

JUNIOR SUITE
40.5 to 56 sq.m. | 435 to 599 sq.ft. | 2 adults and a baby
Generously sized and contemporary in style, our Junior Suites
have a studio layout with a unique Travertine floor contrasting
with the Cocciopesto and marble on the walls. They offer a
sitting and reading area with a sofa, and a cloud-comfy kingsize bed for a great night’s sleep. Facing out to Via del Corso or
cobbled Via dell’Umiltà, some come with a bathtub.
DELUXE JUNIOR SUITE
47 sq.m. | 506 sq.ft. | 2 adults and a child or 3 adults
Enjoying a premium location in our historical Palazzo, these
light-filled Deluxe Junior Suites offer a great sense of space
against the backdrop of traditional Roman architecture. They
feature queen-size twin beds, a reading area with a sofa, and a
large seating area for relaxation. Some come with a bathtub.
DELUXE SUITE
50 to 65 sq.m. | 540 to 699 sq.ft. | 2 adults and a child or 3 adults
Located at one of the corners of our historical Palazzo
overlooking Via del Corso, Via dell’Umiltà, or the courtyard,
our Deluxe Suites feature a king-size bed and a separate living
room with a sofa and dining area. Some come with a bathtub.
• Corner location
• Separate living room with dining area

TERRACE JUNIOR SUITE
40.5 to 49 sq.m. | 435 to 527 sq.ft. Internal
40 to 75 sq.m. | 430 to 907 sq.ft. External
Sleeping two adults and a child or three adults, our Terrace
Junior Suites offer a loft-style space complemented by a
generously sized outdoor living area. Located on the third
or fourth floor of the Palazzo, they enjoy views over the
quintessentially Roman historical neighborhood. Inside, they
feature a spacious sitting area, a sofa, plus a king-size bed or
two twin beds. There’s a sofa and dining area for relaxing on
the sun-filled terrace too.
• Outdoor terrace
• Views of the city
CORNER SUITE
71 to 81 sq.m. | 764 to 872 sq.ft. | 2 adults and a child or 3 adults
Corner Suites offer a palatial feel with a king-size bed, a
separate living room with a sofa and dining area, and a full
bathroom with a bathtub and a shower booth. They boast a
fabulous double view being located on the corner of Piazza di
San Marcello and Via del Corso, and some include views of
Altare della Patria. Watch the world go by, relax, and reconnect
from the comfort of these suites through the beautiful historic
bay windows or seated on the integrated marble Triclinium, a
lovely nod to Roman times.
• Double view
• Outdoor terrace
• Views of the city

SALVIATI SUITE
77 sq.m. | 829 sq.ft. Internal
23 sq.m. | 248 sq.ft. External | 2 adults and a child or 3 adults
Characterized by a generous terrace surrounded by greenery
and overlooking the internal courtyard, this unique Salviati
Suite features a big bedroom with a king bed, a separate dining
and living room with a sofa, and a large bathroom with a niche
that allows a private view of San Marcello al Corso Church.
• Outdoor terrace
• Views of the city
TWO-BEDROOM MELLINI SUITE
112 sq.m. | 1,206 sq.ft. Internal
27 sq.m. | 291 sq.ft. External | 4 adults and a child or 5 adults
Located on the third floor, this is the only Suite with a library
and a relaxation area. Ideal for families, it features a full
bathroom with a shower booth and a bathtub in the main
room, a bathroom with a shower booth in the second room,
and a living room with a sofa, dining area, and washroom. The
double view is stunning: the side of the private terrace faces
Piazza di San Marcello, while the other side faces the buzzy
internal courtyard featuring architect Ludovico Quaroni’s steel
half-moon structure as well as the historical façade. Additional
highlights include the kitchenette with a fully equipped pantry,
where private dining with our crew of chefs can be booked.
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Outdoor terrace
Views of the city
View of the inner courtyard
Library and relax area
Kitchenette for private dining with a fully equipped pantry

TWO-BEDROOM LATA SUITE
126 sq.m. | 1,356 sq.ft. Internal
96 sq.m. | 1,033 sq.ft. External | 4 adults and a child or 5 adults
Located on the fourth floor and adjacent to the right side of the
façade of San Marcello al Corso Church, this is the only Suite
to have secondary access for service staff. Featuring a very
extensive terrace, unique works of art as well as Italian vintage
design pieces such as chandeliers and armchairs, the Suite
offers two king bedrooms. One bathroom has a shower booth
and a bathtub while the other one has a shower booth. The

spacious living area has a sofa, a dining space, and a kitchenette
with a fully equipped pantry, where private dining with our crew
of chefs can be booked and guests can enjoy the meal preparation
live - a nod to the very Italian tradition of conviviality.
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Outdoor terrace
Views of the city
View of the Church façade
Unique design pieces
Secondary access
Kitchenette for private dining with fully equipped pantry

GUEST SERVICES

DINING
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BIVIUM Restaurant-Café-Bar

•

•
•
•

24-hour GEM (Guest Experience Maker)
24-hour in-suite dining
Multilingual hosts
Six Senses Spa
Fitness center and personal trainer
Boutique with select designer casual clothing and swimwear,
local artwork, accessories, home décor, and light furniture
Earth Lab that showcases sustainability efforts to support
communities and ecosystems while inviting guests to learn
some positive life hacks
Exclusive out-of-the-ordinary experiences
Babysitting service
Packing and unpacking luggage services

Located on the ground floor, this is a buzzy convivial and
lifestyle space serving all-day dining and featuring an open
kitchen and dedicated deli corners. Expect a modern Italian,
plant-based menu featuring locally sourced ingredients
with Roman nod. Opening onto an elegant outdoor location
embellished with suspended plants, the welcoming ambiance
invites you to come comfy or dressed up and fabulous.
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In-room dining
Personalized nutritional programs
In-suite private dining with our chef
Open kitchen
Josper grill
Dedicated deli corners (coffee, crudites, and bakery)
Wood-fired pizza oven

NOTOS Rooftop
With its plants, terracotta pottery, and herb garden, our NOTOS
Rooftop has that secret garden feel unlike any other terrace in
Rome. Enjoy an Ashtanga lesson at sunrise or delicious bites
and creative sips (and a little romance) at sunset, surrounded by
panoramic Rome-at-your-feet views.

SIX SENSES SPA & WELLNESS
Six Senses has developed an innovative approach to wellness
which plays a pivotal role at all Six Senses resorts, hotels, and
spas, led by in-house experts and Visiting Practitioners. Whether
high intensity or completely horizontal, the ultimate aim is that
you greet each day not just ready to explore a city but to feel
good in yourself.

textures and smell the beautiful aromas of the fresh, seasonal,
and organic ingredients. Private and group workshops are
available.

Our Six Senses Spa includes everything you need to refresh and
rejuvenate, including contemporary therapies like biohacking
that optimize your body’s natural processes via fast fixes that
use smart tech. For a referential nod to the ancient art of Roman
bathing, our three plunge pools reproduce the calidarium,
tepidarium, and frigidarium, boosting the wellness of your body by
warming it up first and then cooling it down. Embellishing the
walls is a stunning bas-relief of Daphne’s laurel tree.

SPA FACILITIES

The spa also features a Hammam area, a sauna, meditation
rooms, an outdoor yoga deck, a fitness center, and five treatment
rooms (one for couples) where you can enjoy a Signature Cocoon
or Dreamcatcher massage, among others.
Guided by a skilled therapist, learn about the power of herbs,
plants and other natural ingredients at the Alchemy Bar, a
creative healing space dedicated to learning and fun. A truly
sensory experience in a comfortable ambiance, you’ll feel the

Join one of our retreats and reconnect with a happy, playful,
healthy new you. Seasonal programs vary.

• Five treatment rooms (one for couples)
• Roman Baths with three plunge pools: calidarium, tepidarium
and frigidarium
• Hammam with a private steam room
• Sauna and steam rooms
• Solarium relaxation area
• Biohacking room
• Manicure and Pedicure area
• Relaxation lounge
• Aerial yoga studio
• Fitness Center
• Meditation room
• Alchemy Bar
• EMPORIUM Boutique
• Herbal tea lounge

UNIQUE EXPERIENCES
The quintessential essence of the Italian genius: with its cultural
influence and historical legacy, Rome is “The Eternal City”
par excellence. Its magnificent landmarks, priceless views, and
glorious works of art make it a not-to-be-missed destination that
you’ll return to time and again.
SAN MARCELLO AL CORSO CHURCH, ITS HOLY
CRUCIFIX, AND THE BAPTISM SITE: A GEM ON
OUR DOORSTEP
We are honored to have such a priceless historical site next door.
Besides the renovation to the façade, which we’re proud to have
played a part in, the church boasts magnificent Baroque interiors,
a Holy crucifix, and a precious lucky find in the basement.
Long story short, you cannot leave Rome without visiting this
untapped treasure!
THE ANCIENT TRADITION OF ROMAN BATHS
In Roman times the bathhouse was a place to meet and connect
with people. Fast forward to our modern-day take on the
Roman thermae for an alternative yet therapeutic way to ease
life’s stressors. The one-hour experience celebrates elements
of classicism through the three-step tradition of the calidarium,
tepidarium, and frigidarium – boosting overall well-being by
warming the body up and then cooling it down.

FOLLOWING MASTER OF CHIAROSCURO
CARAVAGGIO’S FOOTSTEPS
Why not discover more about Caravaggio’s rebel genius with
a walking tour of the nearby churches and art galleries that
jealously guard his works of art? The experience can be further
enhanced by challenging your artistic skills in a private painting
session or paying an exclusive behind-the-scenes visit to one of
Rome’s most important renovation studios.
TOUR OF THE SENSES (THE ROMAN WAY)
Ever wondered how it feels to live in Rome like a local? Their
daily life is made up of little rituals that cannot be missed.
We believe it’s all these simple moments contrasted with the
grandiose beauty of the city that make it so wonderful.
TREVI FOUNTAIN TIME MACHINE
Catapult yourself into an ancient Rome imperial domus (imperial
house) just underneath the Trevi Fountain. There’s a whole
ancient settlement in the basement of what is arguably the most
popular fountain in the world. It’s your moment to disclose the
secret of the underwater world at the heart of the Eternal City.
BEHIND THE SCENES OF PALAZZO COLONNA
A splendid residence with an imposing entrance door and
quirky anecdotes a few steps away from our hotel, owned by
one of the oldest families of the Roman aristocracy. If you have
ever wondered what’s behind the walls of the grandest private
Palazzo in Rome, why not knock on the door and, if luck is on
your side, Prince Colonna will welcome you in person!

MEETINGS, EVENTS & CELEBRATIONS
Six Senses Rome provides a memorable backdrop for intimate
weddings, special occasions, and social gatherings. The hotel
features an Earth Lab and a meeting room/private dining room,
while the two-bedroom Mellini and Lata Suites are equipped
with their own kitchenettes for intimate private dinners and
cooking classes.

HOW TO GET HERE
Six Senses Rome is a 40- to 60-minute drive (depending on traffic)
from Rome’s Fiumicino Leonardo Da Vinci International Airport
and about a 40-minute drive from Rome’s second international
Airport Ciampino. The Port of Civitavecchia, where many
Mediterranean cruises dock, is 82 kilometers north of Rome,
about a 75-minute drive. Private transfers from any of these
locations can be arranged for a fee. Valet parking is available if
driving to the hotel by yourself.

R E S E RVAT I O N S A N D
FURTHER INQUIRIES
Six Senses Rome

E reservations-rome@sixsenses.com
sixsenses.com

